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FUNKY MUSIC
Matt Corey has
opened for Dave
Matthews, Lil
Wayne and OAR.
Now. he's taking
his talents on the
saxophone downtown
tonight. See the Pulse
or, page 3 to read all
about nis road to
stardom.
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Green program
offers tailgaters
recycling
responsibilities

Forum lets
faculty ask
questions
University faculty
discuss unionization

ByAsiaRapai
Reporter

UyAli-.--iWidm.in
Reporter

Tailgaters have a chance to save
the environment at Saturday's
football game.
Student volunteers for the
Green Tailgating program
will be at the game working
with tailgaters to recycle cans
and bottles.
One returning volunteer,
sophomore Nicole Brugmann,
said she hopes the tailgaters
will do their part and take the
recycling seriously.
"We're making it so easy for
them," she said. They have a
simple job."
During the home football
game, Brugmann and other student volunteers will drive battery-powered golf carts around
the tailgating area and tent city,
as well as distribute and collect
bags from recycling containers
inside and outside the stadium.
Sustainability Coordinator
Nick Hennessy started the program two years ago. This year,
the program has expanded after
receiving a grant from the Ohio

In preparation for the upcoming
vole on faculty unionizalion, Senior
Vice President for Academic Affairs
and Provost Ken Borland hosted a
series of forums to answer questions and share his views.
Thursday's 8 a.m. meeting at the
Union was the second to last of the
series, what Borland calls Informal
conversations with no particular
format" where everyone can voice
an opinion.
"At every meeting so far, we've had
very good conversation," he said
Tuesday. "It's been very pleasant.
Those who came have expressed
appreciation of the opportunity to
come talk about what I think and
what they think."
A primary topic of discussion
was unionization's potential to
limit faculty members' abilities to
be "independent professors within
a scholarly community" by "boxing them in," an unfortunate trend
Borland said he saw frequently
while he was employed at unionized East Stroudsburg University for
eight years.
"Individualized negotiation is
something I fully expect we will
not be able to do with any collective
bargaining agreement," Borland
said. "Everything can come to the
table, but the people that bring it
to the table can take it off... so you
can't guarantee the outcome of a
collective bargaining negotiation
for anybody."
Several attendees supported
Borland's stance verbally or with
silent nods.
T think the biggest issue is that
there are significant differences
between colleges and departments,
and there are reasons why those
differences exist," Professor Paul
Schauer said in agreement Tuesday

See GREEN, Page 9

Volunteer for Green
Tailgating at home
football games:
TWO SHIFTS AVAILABLE:
• First Shift:: 3:30 pm.
' Second Shift: 7.00 p.m.
VOLUNTEERS:
• Encourage recycling among
tailgaters
• Gain community service time
• Distribute recycling bags
• Collect recyclables

INTERESTED?:
Contact Sustainability Coordinator
Nick Hennessy at nickjh@bgsu edu

See FORUMS | Page 9

Rec Center cracks down on students' IDs to enter
By Allison Dunn
Reporter
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CHECK IN: Krrsten McDougle. an employee at the Student Recreation Center, swipes a
student's ID so that he may en|oy the Rec's facilities

PHOTOS

As students become familiarized with
campus life, the Student Recreation
Center hopes students will keep their
University identification on them at
all times.
The SRC has held the policy that
students receive one free pass per
semester without their ID card for
several years.
If students forget their ID card,
they will be asked their ID number,
along with some basic information
about themselves.
"We recognize everybody's going
to forget something at least once,"
Associate Direct of Rec Sports Thad
Long said. "We want to make sure we

FORUM

let the right person in."
The SRC keeps track of the students who have been granted access
without their ID cards. Once a student uses their one free pass for the
semester, they are sent an e-mail
reminding them it has been used. If
a student uses another student's ID
card, the employees at the SRC are
advised to keep the ID to return it to
its real owner.
Students forget their IDs the
most at the beginning of the year,
Long said. Though the number of
students forgetting their IDs to the
SRC have gone down, Long said
students should continue carrying
their IDs everywhere.
Long said one student used his
one-time pass and admitted to read-

SPORTS

Slide into rush week

Debt increases for students

Falcon football returns home

Members of the TKE fraternity partici-

Columnist Wade LaFever informs the University

After two road games and losses to begin

pated in various fun activites including

about the substantial increase of debt for higher

the 2010 season, the B6 Football team

a Slip 'n Slide during their annual rush

education in the last few years and how it will affect

returns home to host Marshall, who defeat-

week on the University lawn | Pag* 2

students in years to come | Pag* 4

ed the Falcons 17-10 last year | Pag* 6

ing the courtesy e-mail, but he still
wanted in without his ID card on his
second visit.
"Having that BC-SU ID is the fundamental way that vim are identified
as a student," Long said. "It doesn't
seem like an extra layer we're asking the student to do. We're just saying carry that fundamental identifier
with you and bring it with you to the
Rec, like you do other places. If a student doesn't have their ID, it's not our
employees fault."
Some students, however, claim
they did not receive access to the
SRC when they weren't even there to
work out.
Freshman Megan Nnland said
See REC | Page 9

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
How often do you go to the Rec?
GREG BLINN
Junior, Finance
"Every other day" | Pag* 4
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TKE gets wet & wild

PHOTOS BY A/IRON D£AN

TOPLEFT"
the organizations letters while they enjoy Ri

nfrontol

TOP RIGHT:; i Kidlow ol TKE goes headfirst down a Slip n Slide at a rush
event.

BOTTOM:
. •■ Ordmg. Jale C
ternitv get wet and wild on a IOC foot Shp'n

H'E fra-

CENTER RIGHT: Members ol the TKE fraternity fly down a giant slip 'n slide
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BLOTTER

THURSSEPT16

WED.. SEPT. 15
128 AM.
Justin Clarke, of Oelawaie. Ohio, was
cited for possession of drug paraphernalia near Harshman Hall

1:57 P.M.
Michael Budd. of Bowling Green
was cited for cnminal trespass neai
Memo* el Hal

725 PM.
Hailey E Roberts. 19. of Bowting
Gieea was arrested for trafficking
drugs near South Side 6

12 44 A.M.
Phillip M. Smith 22. of Mauinee. was
d for cnmirul trespass and disorderly conduct/unable to care for self
after beng found sleeping on a porch
within the 500 block of Wallace Ave

236 A.M.
Michael P Lodge. 18. of Toledo was
cited for underage undei the influence
and receiving stolen property after
allegedly being stopped carrying a
chair from Taco Bel within the 500
blockofEWoosterSt

ONLINE: Go to bgmewscom lor the
nter list

836 PM
A bike was reported stolen fnyn within
the 100 block of Buttonwood Ave

1015 PM.
A wrxe reported mssing from East
Court Street was found on can ipus
near Founders Hal

CORRECTION
POLICY
If you::

igc| al factua
has been made,
• 419-572-6966
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BGSU
CAMPUS CASH
SIGN UP FOR

BGSU Campus Cash's Mobile Shout Out's
and get exclusive deals and promotions
from local businesses sent directly to your phone!
*

BGSU

Works like a standard text message,
No extra charges
The

Center

*C&3&*
SIGN UP NOW!
00
Cinco De Mayo ?«"*/*

TUBBY S
TAVERN

Pita Pit

SOUTH
SIDE

You can also go to BGSUCampus Cash.com
and get Local Menus, Discounts, Bar Promotions,
Events, Job Opportunities and More.
■n

Text BGSU to 46786
Get deals sent to your phone
Show your phone and save.
Get exclusive promos all ye

B

THE PULSE

THE PULSE JOINS SOCIAL NETWORKING
The Pulse section can now be found on favorite social
networking websites. Readers can now become fans on
I-'acebook or follow the pages' Tweets.
Friday. Septanbw 17,2010 3

Eating contests can be
perfect for fun, not for
savoring flavors
"Competitive eaters

J>

train themselves to
AMANDA McGUK
RZKNEK
FOOD COLUMNIST

ignore gag reflexes
and stomach

Confession: I've devoured four
bowls of lentil soup in one sitting.
By myself, I have eaten one bunch
of kale as a side dish to a steak dinner. If given 12 hours, I can polish
off an extra large pizza on my own.
In other words, 1 have seriously
considered training to be a professional eater.
My only problem: I love food
too much.
Competitive eaters train to
eat a lot in a short amount of
time. That means during training sessions they eat the exact

cramping, among
other... bodily
functions."
item over and over again.
"The only way you can properly
train for any event, you have to
identify exactly what you're eating. If you're going into a hot dog
competition, than you just can't
grab any hot dog from the store

KAISER

KING

See FOOD | Page 5

The return of'Glee'is
exciting for music lovers
er who gave her up for adoption.
Another glee club member is dealing with telling the world he is gay.
It's hard for some to join in. But I
say, open your heart; it's not just
another teenage soap opera. This
show has heart and lets its true
For those of you who have been colors shine.
The guest stars on the show make
thinking about giving up on it, I
must say to you, don't stop believ- me crazy in love wit h it as well. Last
ing. But for all of the others who are season, familiar faces included
saying to themselves, "I can't fight Neil Patrick Harris, Olivia Newton
this feeling," I know what you are John and Kristin Chenoweth. This
going through. That feeling inside, year, expect to see John Stamos and
that's the undeniable excitement Britney Spears. They just make the
that you have for the returning sat- show that much more beautiful.
ire, sing-along hit, "Glee."
I've experienced this show
It's hard to believe that anyone with a group of friends who can
on campus doesn't know one thing bust a move, and I've watched it
about the show, but for those who solo and ended up dancing with
don't, it's a show based around a myself. Whenever the show is on,
fictional glee club in Lima, Ohio. one can truly feel nothing but
It's a show encouraging anyone to happiness. You may even feel like
let the inner loser in themselves you're walking on sunshine.
So, forget your classes, your
shine and a tale about the undersorority, your parents and even
dogs in the world.
When watching, you'll smile and forget the people you've written a
it's not hard to imagine why. The bad romance with. When "Glee" is
huge musical numbers, under the on this Tuesday, park yourself on
table sex jokes and likable charac- the couch with your eyes fixated
ters will make anyone jump for joy. on the television.
Watch the show, because missBut among all of the fun story
lines, the show deals with plenty ing it might cause a total eclipse of
more topics that some believe put the heart.
the show on a highway to hell.
The president of the celibacy club is dealing with
teenage pregnancy. The
most talented character
has gone on a quest to
find her biological moth-

Becketts Burger, among others, offers prizes for eating

By Danlall* Rica | Pulse Reporter

and there have been 25 failures," Jones said.
"However, I do believe that someone can beat
Ever eaten a 5-pound burger? If not, Beckett's is this challenge."
the place to go.
Freshman Jasmine Cain said she believes she
Beckett's started a burger challenge last can conquer the challenge but is a little leery
year where contestants have 40 minutes to about the 40 minute time limit.
eat a 5-pound burger and a plate of fries.
"I've never had a burger and plate of fries that
University students are eager to try their luck weighed five pounds before, but I think that it
at the challenge.
could be possible — but the time limit will be a
"I've never heard of this challenge, but I am big factor in the challenge," she said.
pretty sure that I could demolish this burger in
If you think you can conquer Beckett's burger
40 minutes,'' freshman lack Watkins said. "This challenge, the cost of the competition is $19.
would be an interesting competition."
Visiting Beckett's can result in the title of the
Although there are some students who are first to win.
confident they could complete the challenge,
"We are looking for someone to come in and
Beckett's manager Marianne Jones said she beat the challenge," Jones said. "The first to
thinks this will be a hard task.
actually complete the challenge will have their
"Thus far we have had 25 contestants compete name put on a plaque and receive a hundred
See CONTEST | Pane 5

40 MM.
Time Limit

I

GLEEK OUT: The second sea
son of "Glee" starts Tuesday.

I
Parade in the streets

Maze at the Bowersox home

On Saturday from 9:30 am to 5 p.m,
downtown Perrysburg will be hosting the
Harrison Rally Day Community Festival.
The event wiil feature musk, a parade and

Toledo's own celebrity Crystal Bowersox's family
is opening up their home, called The Butterfly
House, in Whitehouse to anyone interested. It also
boasts a 16 acre corn maze. The event is every day
at 3 p.m. until Halloween.

artwork.

Toledo gives some comedy
The comical play "The Foreigner" will
be showcased at the Toledo Repertoire
Theatre this weekend starting tonight at 8
pm, with another showing on Saturday at
_ the same time The event costs S18.

"How do you spell 'tomato?'."
-Snooki

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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"Individualized negotiation is something I fully expect we will not be able to do with any
collective bargaining agreement"
-Senior Vice President for Academic Affahv Provost Ken rJorderland on faatyurioroation [see story, pg.1].
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PEOPLE ON THE STREET How often do you goto the Rec?
"Not yet this year."

"Two times a week

"Probably three or

"Four days out of

because I have

four times a week."

the week."

k

VISIT US AT
BCVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

class there"

today's People On The
HOLLY
THEOBALD.
Sophomore,
Intervention Specialist

BEN KILDOW.
Junior.
Business

Education means debt

J*-l

"For students,

*5*

costs are soaring;

WAOEIAFEVER
COLUMNIST

Campus: A Hold Plan for
Reforming Our Colleges
and Universities." Mark
Taylor asserts that college
and university assets are
down due to the financial
bubble, liabilities are up
because many Institutions
have borrowed excessively: costs are fixed or rising, leaving little room lor
cutting back sufficiently:
income is inadequate and
cannoi go up sufficiently
and most institutions sell
their product al two-thirds
ol whal it lakes lo produce
it.That is not a sustainable
business model.
lie predicts things will
gel worse and in the near
Inline wealthy universities will survive and. in
some cases, merge with
each other. Other weaker
colleges and universities,
he says, will close.
I he
issues
facing
America's higher education extend far bevond its
Im.iiic i.il woes In order to
remain a vital part of this
country's research development, changes inusl be
made in other sectors of
higher education. Making
changes in tenure and curriculum are other areas to
focus on as well
The truth is. if the problem is brought to the forefront now. more money
will be saved in the long
run as a result. Roth the
students and institutions
will benefil.
As recent history reveals,
financial trends are Important to follow. Is our higher
education system a bubble
wailing (o burst? History
suggests yes. Others mighi
downplay the situation.
There are two options:
we can begin the critical
reshuffling now. or continue on the fateful path until
it's too late. It is better to be
active than reactive.

Check us out online at:

www.bgviewscom
SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center,

In a world of polarizing
debate and fiercely contested
opinion, there is one thing
we can all agree on: we miss
our childhood.
Everything in our world
seemed incuriously sharpfocused. From the cartoons
which made us eager to rise
each Saturday morning to the
music of the newly introduced
compact discs. And of course,
the greatest invention of the
20th century: tile Yak-bak.
Ah. the 'JOs and early 2000s
were a great general ion to grow
up in and produced some of
the best pop culture content
in history.
But wait, those among us
who are a bit older seem to
remember things slightly differently. Ihey will argue it was
the original NES console which
revolutionized video games
and the original "Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles" of the
late '80s which bestowed the
finest in cartoons — and musical dominance surely didn't lie
with artists like the Backstreet

Boys or Lady Gaga.
Yes, they proclaim, moder-

ed to feel the need to use
"Shelter is worlds
shelter as something private,
instead of something to keep
different than
livery morning when you themselves safe from dinowake up, what are you almost saurs, the weather or what- privacy... invention
guaranteed to be surround- ever else might've gone on
of walls for now."
ed by? Maybe your friends, way back then.
a lover, multiple lovers, a
Shelter is worlds different
warm downy blanket or a big than privacy, which 1 believe we as the human race have
cute stuffed animal named is what we use the invention invented that we use in our
Chubs? What about walls? of walls for now. All day long everyday lives. The first
Can you think of an instance we sit in rooms that keep us thing that popped into my
when you haven't woken up separated from other rooms, head is using walls as privasurrounded by walls, aside which keep themselves cy instead of just for shelter,
from that camping trip you separated and housed in an like what they were origiwere on last summer with even bigger room, which we nally used for.
your best friends forever?
now call a building.
1 believe through generaI think the greatest and
Close your eyes and imag- tions and generations we
most terrible invention ine a day in college, from have built up the notion of
of man is walls. The way the time you wake up to the privacy so much that if any
I see it. we created those time you go to sleep, with of us get a hint of the governwalls that have turned into walls only being available ment checking in with our
privacy, then turned into when you actually need lives (anything from tapping
secrecy, then turned into shelter (and for pooping — phones, to seeing where we
lying to cover it all up, as think of how awkward that visit on a computer) we get
if the walls weren't enough would be!). What would be bent out of shape. I do not
to separate everything that different? What would you believe the government has
was going on.
do differently if the world the right to interfere with the
Some of my friends think could see and hear almost lives of normal, law-abiding
we evolved from monkeys, everything you do? It's pret- citizens (which was a great
who evolved from little tiny ty crazy to think about. Ever movie too, mind you). But, 1
cells ... or something like since I saw the movie "The do wonder why so many of
that. While this may or may Invention of Lying" this past us, myself included, get in
not be true. I would like to summer, I have been won- such a tizzy when we feel
know when humans start- dering about other things our privacy is invaded. This
By Chad Evtry

The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.
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institution in turn gives us a
sense of shame when we feel
our personal, private boundaries have been breached,
While this is far from a call
to arms or pulling a Tyler
Durden with a straight -up
anarchical revolution, it is a
stepping outside your every
day thinking that I challenge
you to do. I challenge you to
look at the world in different
ways. lust like Mr. Keating
did in "Dead Poets Society."
Stand on your metaphorical
chair that you sit in each day
and see how you can see the
world differently.
In this case, stand on
your chair ... right now. In
the middle of the Union,
Olscamp, BA or wherever
you are; imagine yourself in
a world without the privacy
we built for ourselves to keep
our secrets safe. What would
you give up if the world could
see and hear everything you
do? Or, would we all feel so
comfortable with our lives
that it's impossible to feel
shame about anything?
All 1 have is the question. I
encourage you to find your
own answer.

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES

Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of
this page.

Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966

feedback at bgviewvcom

nity cannot compare to that objects were the essence of enough time has elapsed
of their generation. Although I growing up. There is a feeling since our generation to accurately decipher what was truly
wasn't around at the time, I'm ol emotional attachment.
As evidence of this point, great and what we appreciate
sure the generational trend
extends to the one before that think of instances where because of our emotional
people much older or younger attachment. The "Gerald
and beyond.
For me, it was Nickelodeon's commented on something Effect" begs the question
"Hey Arnold!" which seemed of their own generation; they — do I miss "Hey Arnold!" or
to define the word "classic." As respond as if they had psycho- do I simply miss the '90s?
When originally debating
a kid it appeared that the sole logical ownership.
This seems especially true these questions. I believed
object of my adoration was
"Gerald Field." a majestic base- when the item in question is there was an inherent flawball stadium in the show built an original. Whether it's the in our psyche which caused
for kids, by kids. It represented first movie in a series or per- the "Gerald Effect." Now I'm
my own youthfulness and haps created a new genre of beginning to understand
imagination and in retrospect culture, the idea of originality that in an area of subjective
opinion, maybe we can all
I can't think of anything else instills dominance.
which better refined my own
The "Gerald Effect" doesn't be right.
One thing remains conappear to explain everything
perspective on childhood.
I imagine others can relate to regarding one's perspective stant — as time progresses
my experience of inadvertently on pop culture. Disney films, and new generations are
watching a modem cartoon or for example, have captivated born, culture always seems
listening to a fresh artist on the the imagination of many gen- to move with it. If not the
radio and comparing it to my erafions of youth, and I imag- shows or music, it is the intanown childhood's content. The ine will continue to do so. Is gibleness of memory that will
result, predictably, goes some- it one's enjoyment of content never go away.
thing like this — "This isn't which transcends the supThere may be some
half as good as Gerald Field. posed "ownership"?
among us strong enough to
Back when 1 was younger..."
Or could it be that the embrace change and live
Throw out all the super- "Gerald Effect" has certain without such illusion, but
latives; they all seem to exceptions of timelessness? alas, I'm not one of them.
oblige. It's what I call the The film industry has Disney I have to live with such a
"Gerald Effect."
and "The Wizard of Oz," music- belief that things will last
We have a sense of entitle- has the Beatles, and cartoons forever.
ment on the culture of our have Bugs Bunny. Suppose
And it might as well be
generation. Our experiences the content of these creations "Hey Arnold!" It might as
playing with the newest toy or did have a greater effect on well be that: Gerald Field,
watching the freshly released more than merely the time my Gerald Field, radiating
movies gives us cherished period they were created.
the feeling of imagination
memories. In reflection, these
If so, it may be that not under the animated sun.

Guest Columnist

■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

HEATHER UNDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

a question? Give us your

Walls were once used for shelter, now for separation

■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
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MATT MILLER.
Junior.
Business Marketing

"The Gerald Effect"- how we view our generation

debt is rising."
Why art- there so many
things bursting these days?
Irom breast implants to
pipelines; from the housing
market bubbles to America's
higher education?
The envy of most other
nations and the fuel for
the economy here, the
American system of colleges
and universities, is in danger. The current model of
America's higher education
is financially unsustainable
and needs to be observed
from both sides student
and institution.
For students, costs are
soaring; debt is rising. As
Universities fight lor the
competitive advantages
students are left picking up
the slack. Building lavish
residence halls with healed pools (they do exist) is
ridiculous when the focus
should be on education.
As costs rise, so ilo student
demands for amenities,
which drives up the costs.
The arms' race is an end
less Catch-22.
In already tough times.
the amount of federal
assistance is decreasing
while tuition increases. A
decade ago, a recent graduate had a manageable
amount of debt, maybe
S8.000. Nowadays, that
same graduate is looking
at paying off $17,000 in
loans — some more and
some less.
And that number figures lo increase to what?
With all things considered,
experts say that a four-year
education at a top tier university will cost $3:10.000
by 2020. The amount of
student debt would be
unimaginable. In lune, the
level of student debt surpassed credit card debt, In
the period from 1983 10
2007. tuition costs have
risen 400 percent.
Author of "Crisis on

Street? Or a suggestion for

RYAN
HETRICK.
Freshman.
Sports Management
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BL0GGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in
BG athletics.

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
sideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally lo be fewer than 500
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum

h

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
(or verification purposes Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsisbgnews
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
editor may change the headlines to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the vew ol The BG Nem

PULSE
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Saxophonist Matt Corey to give the dance
scene a new step at Nate and Wally's tonight
tenor sax to the center-stage,
the resulting sound was a
highly danceable ensemble of
popular club songs tossed in
the juicer to blend with a jazz
additivefornutrient.Theband
builds its foundation utilizing
drums, bass guitar and turntables, with Coray erecting
soul-rich sound-structures
on its top. Lyrics are largely
removed, save the occasional
hook from the original song,
provided by the DJ.
"We're kind of playing the
same stuff you'd hear in a
dance club," he said, "only
with a slight twist."
Now settled into their style.
Matt Corey Band is playing a
tour of over 40 college towns
and cities across the country, serving a demographic
Corey readily admits may
seem difficult to reach with
his approach.
"It's been really scary to be
in a band led by a saxophone
and play for college kids." he
said. "A lot of them think saxophone is going to be dentist
music, like Kenny G. It's sort of
my job to break that mold."
The band's record has
proven much of this worry
to be misdirected. According
to Corey, the band has been
one of the top-booked bands
on their circuit, often beating
out hip-hop and rock bands
traditionally more thought to
he built to cater to a college
crowd.
"It's been crazy," he said.
Tonight will not be Corey's
first visit to the Fishbowl.
having played there numerous times before with Skinny.
Former Nate and Wally's bartender Angie Poehler recalled
memories of these high-energy shows, where the audience
would "crowd up to the stage"
as the band "seemed to draw
them right in."
"Their music seemed to
at tract an assortment of music
fanatics - simply people who
like catchy lyrics and music
you can move to," she said.
Fishbowl co-owner Nate
Cordes believes Corey's new
act will re-create a lot of the
same energy formerly pre wided
by Skinny.

By: Trojr Chamberlain
Pulse Reporter

Saxophonist Matt I any will
give poputel iop-40 club
songs new life as he and
his band crime ti) Nale and
Wallys Fishbowl tonight for
an evening of bellowing brass,
good spirits and dance.
Music has been a part of
t'nicy's life for as long as he
can remember. Crowing up
watching many of his family members play one instrument or another, when he
discovered saxophone, it was
only natural he should run
away with it. He did.
Corey graduated from
Youngstown State University
in 2005 with a Bachelor of
\IUMC, specializing in music
education and ja/.z performance, following graduation,
Corey found a job playing
musical Disney World Disney
later sent him to London to
work on the project "BLAST,"
a theater production showcasing a horn-based re-imagining of the popular Broadway
show, "STOMP."
When that job dried up.
Corey returned to the U.S. anil
reunited with some friends
he had played with while in
high school in form the band
Skinny. The band had a good
run on the jam-band college
scene. Corey said, prior to
their parting ways early this
year. With Skinny disbanded,
the side project Matt Corey
Hand took his central focus.
Matt Corey Band experimented with several different approaches initially, test
driving various singers and
rappers as front-men, but
things never clicked. Fueled
by frustration and a spark of
realization. Corey eventually
stepped up to the lead role he
sail1 he should have assumed

from the beginning.
There was a point where
I realized that if ihis is going
to have my name behind it, I
need to be the guy up front,''
he said. "That way if at the end
of the night I'm not satisfied,
it's my fault."
Once the indecisive haze
settled, with Corey taking his

SAXlylngai remand Wally's Ftslibowl roniqlit. providing
a show lli.it In- says will vnujqe college
students with Inn sounds

"(Matt Corey] has always
had a good vibe; he's always
been very energetic," he said.
"He really plays to the crowd
and tries to gel everyone
involved. He'll have everyone's attention for sure."
Corey spoke with experiential laughter as he reminisced
on his previous playings at
the Fishbowl.
"People at Nate and Wally's
really know how to have fun,"
he said.
"When 1 got a little more
control and say in where the
band goes, 1 was like: 'We
have to get back in Bowling
Green, we have to get back
to Nate and Wally's," he said.
"It's just too much fun there
not to go."
Matt Corey Band's live act,
as well as some originals, can
be heard at Mattcoreymusic.
com. The lB-and-over show
will start at 10:30 p.m. with a
three-dollar cover at the door.
Matt Corey has opened for
acts such as Dave Matthews,
O.A.R., George Clinton
and Lil Wayne. Despite his
accomplishments, Corey
remains humble.
"I'm just glad people are still
willing to let me play at their
place," he said.

IN ENTERTAINMENT:

JLO HITS JACKPOT Jennifer Lopez has signed a $12 million deal to be a judge on the next season of "American Idol" The show will have a complete make-over after judges Simon Cowell, Ellen
DeGeneres and Kara DioGuardi left the show; Lopez will join Randy Jackson, and Aerosmith frontman
Steven Tyler is also rumored to be joining them.
JOHN MAYER CALLS IT QUITS Popular guitarist John Mayer has deleted his Twitter account
after his popular run with the site for a year and a half. After reaching 3.7 million followers, John Mayer
wrote on his blog that he was leaving the site in order to focus more on his music Mayer has used his
account to apologize for offending ex-girlfriends Jessica Simpson and Jennifer Aniston in an interview
with Playboy and often argued with blogger Perez Hilton and comedian Chelsea Handler.
OPRAH BEGINS TO END The highly amped up final season of Oprah Winfrey's talk show has
officially begun, and it started off with a bang, The 25th season began with Winfrey giving her 300
audience members a trip to Australia on a flight that will be co-piloted by actor John Travolta. The trip
will be m December, whore the show will be aired. Winfrey said her final season will be "honoring the
essence of what has made this show work for the past 25 years, and that's the viewer."

fir** tone

FOOD
From Page 5
and start practicing with
it. You need the exact size
and the exact weight of hot
dogs to train with. Typically,
events will be sponsored by
the very food you'll be eating, so it shouldn't be hard
to track down exactly what
you're expected to eat," said
the blog "Competitive Eating
Training,"
Learning how to break
oey Chestnut's record of
6U Nathan's Hot Dogs in 10
minutes doesn't sound like a
pleasant eating experience.
It conjures the same results
as (hose in the unforgettable pie eating contest scene
from the classic movie
Stand By Me."
Competitive
eaters
train themselves to ignore
gag reflexes and stomach
cramping, among many
other mind-over-matter
bodily functions.
Yet, despite the potential weight gain, increased
risk of heart disease and

oooOftum

undoubtedly violent stomach problems (there's a reason Pepto-Bismol sponsors
quite a few competitive eating events), the cash prizes
make competitive eating
quite tempting.
Major League Eating
(MI.E) advertises on its website countless events where
first place prizes range from
bragging rights to a cash
purse of $5,000.
Five grand might be worth
afew days of indigestion from
scarfing down a couple extra
large pizzas in lf> minutes.
Consider South Side B's
Gyro Girl, who, this summer,
ate six gyros in 60 minutes
and won $666.
Supposedly, Gyro Girl
and I an close in height and
weight, which gives me hope.
Supposedly, her eye on the
prize is what got her through
the food challenge.
I admit 1 was tempted to
give it a go for the extra cash
While the winnings
are tempting, ultimately, it's my love of food
that keeps me away from
competitive eating.
album does not have a lot of stadium

1 love slowly chewing a
succulent morsel of food
and contemplating its flavor
combinations, considering
its preparation, and then creating storylines of how the
farmer grew it and brought it
to the market.
My love of food comes
from respect—for farmers,
cooks and the animals I eat.
More than food. I love the
experience ol eating. I'm not
sure I'm cut out for training
to eat 69 Nathan's Hot Dogs
in 10 minutes.
Pint, I don't want eating
to he like muscle memory.
Second, my food politics arc
too rooted to eat 6*1 Nathan's
Hot Dogs without thinking
about the treatment of the
hogs and the company's
workers, the food miles
accrued and how 69 hot dogs
could feed 69 people in need.
I'm not saying anyone
couldn't find me cheering in
the crowd of a competitive
eating event. I'm just saying
I'm not cut rait for it.
\iv desire to eat-and eat
well—just happens to trump
my desire to be a winner.

FLOWERS

drums, deep synthesizers or heavy guitar

Flowers strengths are bs urmjue voice
and his uncanny ability to wnte great

riffs that one would expect from a Killers

choruses that stick out in every song "Was

From Page 3

album, there is a lot of 80s influence

It Something I Said7" for example. 6 an

present on the record. The falsetto
singing on the chorus of "Playing W'th Fire"

undeniably catchy tune that >wll slay in
The albums few missteps ndu de the

d«ce Show your cards'" and "that crooked

definitely sounds Robert Smrtrvinspred.
and the afeums dosef. "Swallow It ts an

ace up your sleeve

obvious tip-of-the-cap to legendary Velvet

the forgettable "On the Floor'

siorts m "Jrfted Lover* and Broken Hearts"
where he sings, "Why oVd you roll /our
?

your head for hours
underwhelmmg lead single. "Crossfire" and

you doubled down my direction *

Underground frontman. Lou Reed

On this record. Flowers does a mce job

And the album's best track. 'Hard Enough.'

but there's nothing all that boring en fietp

of not onfy staying true to The Killers'

sounds like a classic Meat Loal record,

sound, but also rxanchmg out and creating

especially with the additional vocals pro-

either Flowers doesn't stray too far from
hrs comfort zone, and m return he gives the

something a little different Although the

vided by Jenny Lewis

Itstener a solid, but safe sounding record

Nothing on this record wJ blow your mind

CONTEST
From Page 3

OTHER FOOD CONTESTS IN TOWN
Compiled by Matt Liassc. Puls* Editor

There are many other
places in the area that
offer bragging rights
and fun prizes if a customer can scarf down
large amounts of food in
a miraculous amount of
time. The following places are just some places
you can try your skills.
South Sid* 6
This restaurant here in
Bowling Green challenges
anyone who can finish six
gyros in under an hour.
They will win $666

THIS WEEK
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Buffalo Wild Wings
The popular restaurant
known for its chicken
wings also holds a fun
— maybe even painful
— contest called the Blazin
Challenge," The contest
entails one eating 12 wings
coated in blazin' sauce.
the hottest the restaurant
offers, in under six minutes
Customers who can complete the challenge win a
T-shirt and their picture on
the wall, but it comes with
a cost. The eye-watenng
competition requires a
waiver to be signed beforehand and no napkins or
water is allowed

JB'« Sarnie Shoppc
This sandwich shop located
in Perrvsburg at Levis
Commons offers wh.
creatively call the pounder
club." The challenge
rounding the sandwich
encourages customers to
try to eat one sandwich with
one pound of meat. 4 ounces
of cheese and two veggies,
all of their choice. Finishing
the sandwich m under one
hour gets your hand-written
signature on the wall, and if
finished under 50 minutes.
you receive a T-shirt that says
"I got pounded at JBs Sarnie"
and your name on a plaque
hung on the wall

Unionization
and BGSU
The faculty members of Bowling Green State University have a critical
decision to make about their future and the future ot our University as
they prepare to vote on forming a faculty union. The administration of
BGSU feels strongly that a labor union will not advance the mission of
BGSU, and will, in fact, impede progress that is under way. As you weigh
this decision, we ask that you consider the following:
Collective bargaining may not be the best way to
advance BGSU.
> Recent actions (Strategic Plan, campus academic master plan) and
commitments by senior leadership should be given an opportunity to
work.
> The deans, senior administration, and Board of Trustees support a
study by faculty and administration to identify and address real faculty
salary disparities by discipline across comparable institutions.

BFGoadrich
GET $60

> The "voice" of faculty has been increasing in several areas with the
current administration (e.g., FSBC reviews of budget proposals,
graduate programs review committee, etc.).
GET UP TO $50
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A simple majority of voters decides whether BGSU faculty will unionize.
Make sure your voice is heard. If you are eligible, please vote beginning
on September 28.
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LEADING THE PACK: BG senior Chris
Moody leads the way at the Mel Brodt Invite
last week

Falcons race to
Michigan for
Spartan Invite
By Jamar Lark
Reporter

After a successful Mel Brodt
Invitational last weekend, the
BG men's cross country team
will travel to East Lansing,
Michigan, today to compete al
the Spartan Invitational.
The tournament is not a
scored event, so the final stats
will not be affected in the team's
overall standings.
BG registered its highest finish in a multi-team meet in three
years at the Mel Brodt Invitational
last week.
The Means trailed only Siena
Heights and Dayton (ranked 11th)
as they placed third in the seventeam field.
Falcons' coach Cami Paulson
said she was very pleased with the
progress of the team last week.
"The men really responded positively after the disappointing loss
to Toledo and worked on being
more confident and aggressive,"
Paulson said. "They are now moving very well in the right direction
to just keep building from week to
week and meet to meet to reach
ouv ultimate goals. Each meet we
See RACE | Page 7

Falcons' tennis opens season Saturday

Women's soccer
looks to build off first
win this weekend

By Ian Staala
Reporter

By Becky Tartar
Reporter

In its last weekend of nonconference play, the women's soccer
team finally has the momentum it
has been working for all season.
I he Falcons, 1-5-1, won their
first game Sunday against
Cleveland Male University, which
coach Andy Richards said couldn't
have happened at a better point in

the season,
"The win really changes your
mindset. It was really well timed,
especially looking into the weeks
tor nine.' Richards said.
So far this season, the Falcons
have gone up against eight nonconference teams that Richards
said have helped prepare them for
this weekend's games.
Tonight the team takes on its
second Big 10 team of the season,
See SOCCER I Paw/

FACEBOOK
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BATTLING FOR THE BALL: B&'s Megai Amaru look to gel position on the ball in a game last
weekend. The Falcons won their firs! game Sunday and will look to btuld on that momentum tins week.

TWITTER

Hidden in the catacombs of the
()fficc of Athletics, located under the
stands of Doyt Perry Stadium, in an
office with walls covered in pictures
of BG tennis stars of today and yesteryear, sits an anxious Penny Dean,
cc lach of the women's tennis team.
With the start of the tennis season only days away and a young
team put together, Dean has many
reasons to be anxious.
The tennis team only has one
senior on the roster, Christine
Chiricosta, and one junior,
Jessica Easdale.
The remaining team members are
sophomores and freshmen. These
underclassmen are looking to fill the
shoes of Katia Babina and Samatha
Kintzel, BG's 11th and sixth all-time
wins leaders.
"I feel like this year we're very
young, so our energy and enthusiasm will counteract the loss of
experience," Dean said.
The team will look to Chiricosta,
who was recently named a 2nd
Team Academic All-American

GOLF

heading into the season.
"IChiricostal has come into her
fourth year highly motivated," Dean
said. "She has to build off of the great
season she had last year and be the
leader of this team."
As for the sophomores returning to
the courts, Dean believes although
they don't have a lot of experience,
their one year of playing time has
made a difference.
"Comingintolast season they didn't
have the exposure that Chiricosta or
Easdale had." Dean said. "They had
the talent, but not the exposure. Now
they have that under their belt."
With the singles slots wide open
—with the exception of Chiricosta in
the first slot — Dean said no one is
guaranteed a top slot.
"[The playersl will get their spot
with hard work." she said. "We have
eight girls here who are all putting in
a lot of hard work."
One thing Dean can be comfortable with is her first doubles flight of
Chiricosta and sophomore Maddy
Eccleston, who went 6-2 last season
See PREVIEW I
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Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Grunden earns MAC award

BG to play Valparaiso

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter, follow us

Golfer Susy Giunden has been named

Check out bgnewssports.com as reporter

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

the MAC Golfer of the Week after her

John Lopez previews the 1-1-2 BG

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

54-hole total of 210 broke the previous

men's soccer team and its game against

Sports to become a fan.

www.twitter.com/bgnewssports

BG womens record of 221

Valparaiso Sunday night.
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THE BG NEWS PICKS OF THE WEEK
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While it may not be
"Super Saturday" like last
weekend, there are still
good games at stake this
weekend, including ihe
Falcons first home game
of the season.

BG
vs. Marshall
Marshall-5.5

No.9lowa
vs. No. 24 Arizona
Iowa -1.5
Georgia Tech
vs. North Caroina
UNC -1.5

Connecticut
vs. Temple
UCONN-6.5

Notre Dame
vs. Michigan State
MSU-5

1

5 6

RYAN SATKOWIAK

SEAN SHAPIRO

BECKY TENER

Sports Editor

Assistant Sports Editor

Web Editor

Managing Editor

BG will rally behind its home
crowd to pull off the victory

Its trne BG puts ere up on the bead

B6 28, Marshall 24

BG 28. Marshall 27

BG 17, Marshall 10

BG 20, Marshall 14

Arizona opened IB season with
Toledo and The Citadel This will be
the Wildcats' fust test ol the season,
and I don't think they'll pass it.
Iowa 33, Arizona 24

Iowa is ceitanly better than Citadel
but U of As attack is in mid-season
form Maybe the Cats won't let me
down lie FSUcM last week
Arizona 41. IOM 27

This turns into the game of
the week with a blocked kick in
overtime by the Hawkeyes for
the win
Iowa 44. Arizona 41

The Music Man taught us to
"give Iowa a try"

Iowa 30, Arizona 25

II the Yellow Jackets can avoid
I can no longer doubt LINCs offense I love the option, it gives me
costly mistakes that hurt them last but the triple options going to be a choices and this week my choice
week, they will open up ACC play paintostop
is the Yellow Jackets.

Even with half their team inefcgible.
I'm going with the Tar Heels.

3
1

4

6

9

Same score as last year, different I will continue to choose with
result
my heart. Let's go Falcons™ Re
Along!

2
2

5
1
7

9 4

1

5

8

1

2

6 8 3

8 6

with a win.
GT 24, UNC 17

GT 38. UNC 27

GT 24. UNC 17

UNC 19. GT 12

Connecticut wont put up 62 points Temple has been rather average tfus Still my pick to win the MAC. but Since this is a pick em of loyalty,
on the board He last week but their far. and DCONN doesn't have to face Temple hasnt impressed nearly
I'll lake Temple, one of our MAC
enough to win this week against brothers.
offense wi be too much for Temple. fJenaidRrtonson again
the Huskies.
UCONN 17. Temple 14
UCONN 30. Temple 21
UCONN 35, Temple 20
Temple 20. UCONN 15
Not having to face Denard
Robinson will be a relief for
Notre Dame's defense.
ND23.MSU14

12-0

If Dayne Cnst pfayed the entire game
agara MkJtjan ND void lave won.
And they tco don't have to face Denard
Rcbnsonagart
N0 38.MSU31

Dayne Crist will have both eyes
back for this game, meaning the
Irish are eyeing another win.
ND32.MSU18

My friend Max told me he'd buy
me a cookie if I chose Notre
Dame. I like cookies more than
MSU.
ND14.MSU13

BUeV^vnesrordharnsslarbngQfi
Tfisisiriek^becauseroonekriows
vvrothatsnadolthnkari/onereadrg this real/cares
Fordham 35. Columbia 21

Unlike Ryan and Becky who have
I don't even know what to say Do
ripped on these two teams, I do care theseschooB have football teams?
and fm picking coach Damon's forrne* school to writhe Liberty cup.
Fordham 41, Columbia 10
Fordham 2. Columbia 0

••3
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EASPORTSm
VIRTUALSHOWDOWN LM_S
MARSHALL

The BG News did a computer-simulation of BG's season on EA Sports
NCAA '11 video game. Before each game, we'll post the results.

8-4

<

Z
1
<

V)

2

3

11 0 1428
0 0 7 0 7

This week's top performers:
Marshall: Damean Garrett - 6 catches, 121 yards, 1 TD
BG: Defense - 4 turnovers forced (3 INT, 1 fumble)
REAL RECORD

0-2
OPENER
From Page 6
Virginia."
Statistically
speaking,
the Falcons have struggled
through the first two games
of the season.
While they rank 44th
nationally in passing, they
rank 108thinrushing,and81st
in points per game scored.
To top it off, the defense
ranks 99th nationally in
points allowed.
Despite this, Clawson feels
that finally playing at home
will be beneficial to the team.
"Our guys are very excited
to play at home and hopefully
we'll have a good crowd with
the students and our fans," he
said. "And just the ease, too
— the first two trips were not
easy trips. Those are long
flights and night games, and
we'd get back at four or five in
the morning."
Offensively for the Falcons,
wide receiver Kamar Jorden is
evoking memories of Freddie
Barnes with his early season
performances.

VIRTUAL RECORD

0-3

Through two games, his
"It was the one position that
23 catches are tied for first we felt that we couldn't afford
in the nation, and two fewer to lose anyone, because our
than Barnes had through two depth is paper thin there,"
games last year. He also has Clawson said. "I really appreciate Jordan Roussos.
279 receiving yards.
"He IBarnesj taught me a lot
He's been playing 30 to 40
last year," Jorden said. "But snaps a game on defense for
I'm not trying to be compared us, and I brought (moving to
to him, 1 just want to go out offense] up to him in pracand make plays to help my tice and he said, 'Coach if
it's best for the team, I'll do
team win the game."
Last year, the Falcons it.' I don't know if he's going
dropped a 17-10 contest to to be ready this week, but
Marshall, with Tyler Sheehan already in one practice yesthrowing for 383 yards, but terday he was doing some
really good things."
getting sacked six times.
With Marshall coming off
All-time, the Falcons are
20-8 against the Thundering a tough loss last Friday, the
Herd. The last time these timing for the Falcons may be
teams met at Doyt Perry Field, right, but coming out with win
the Falcons walked away with number one will not be easy.
a 56-35 win.
"They have some really
Offensive line depth for the good playmakers over there,"
Falcons became a concern said senior rover Calvin
this week for the Falcons, with Marshall. "Their quarterback
Ben Bojicic going down against has looked really good so
far and their running back
Iulsa with an ankle injury.
To address this, Clawson (Martin Ward] is a really
not only had to shuffle play- gifted runner. I don't think
ers currently on the line, but that they're going to overlook
also had to move players from us at all, because they're in
the defensive side of the ball the same situation we're in
— still looking for a win."
over to offense.

SUDOKO
To play: Complete the grid
so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
the digits 1 to 9.There is no
guessing or math involved.
Just use logic to solve
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Create and solve your
Sudohu puzzles (or FREE.

PRIZESUDOKU™

BG heads north looking
to continue success
By Nick King
Reporter

10.
Hi

8 4

7

PAUL BARNEY

Fordham Cdumba hasn't even pbjed
a game yet tbs season, whle
vs. Columbia
FordhamrBstwogamesunder
itsbek
Fordham 17. Columbia 14
Overall record

THE BG NEWS SUDOKU

The BG women's cross
country team is looking
to continue its recent success today at the Spartan
Invitational race. The race
will begin at 1p.m.
Last week the women
were able to not only
take individual honors,
but also win the Mel
Brodt Invitational.
This week, however, the
team will really be tested.
Around 20 teams are
expected to attend
the event.
"This race is a lot different compared to last
Saturday's," coach Cami
Paulson said. "It will be

SOCCER
From Page 6

Michigan State, at 5 p.m. at
Cochran Field — a matchup the Falcons have never
won.
"We've played them
ever since I've been here
and we've had some
really good games against
them. But I've never beaten them," Richards said.
"Part of me thinks sooner
or later it has to happen,
but also I recognize it's a
good program with genuinely dangerous players."
Co-captain
Katie
Stephenson said their
tough season has prepared them not only to
finish this weekend strong
but also to start MidAmerican
Conference

RACE
From Page 6
evaluate what we want to
work on for the next meet
and work on racing better."
Paulson also likes the
team's progress over the
entire season to date.
"I am very pleased with
contributions that each
team member makes on a
daily basis," she said. "We
are in a very good place
now as a result of each
person doing their part to
be positive and work hard

harder to see your teammates because there can
be 10 to 15 runners in
between you and the
next one."
Paulson said it's easier to lose focus because
the field is so packed
with runners.
The competition will
help the team in the future
as it will prepare them
for the Mid-American
Conference tournament
at the end of the season.
"A lot of the top teams
will be like the ones we go
against in the MAC tournament," Paulson said.
"Michigan and Michigan
State are bot h i n t he top 30
in the nation land] Central
Michigan, who was pre-

Abby
Koch
Took home top
individual honors
last weekend

Heather
Conger
Posted a top-5 finish last weekend in
the Mel Brodt

dieted second in our conference, will be there."
Like at the first meet
of the season against
Toledo, Paulson does
not expect to see everyone's top runners in the
Spartan Invitational.

"It feels great to have won. but were not going
to rest on this one wia It's time to fine-tune
and to strive for some wins. We will continue to
work hard and focus on winning games"
Katie Stephenson I BG midfielder

play next week.
"It's definitely prepared
us and (Michigan State]
will also be a good challenge for us too. They're
similar to West Virginia
and Minnesota," she
said. "And we know we
need to compete and
outwork them."
Stephenson also said
the win Sunday helped
them gain some momentum and confidence.
"It feels great to have

won, but we're not going
to rest on this one win."
she said. "It's time to finetune and to strive for some
wins. We will continue to
work hard and focus on
winning games."
Sunday, the team will
travel to Indiana State and
play Ihe Sycamores, who
are coached by former
BG women's soccer player
Erica True {Flanders). The
Falcons beat them last
year 2-1.

and be confident."
Mid-AmorkunConference
The field gets more dif- teams in Central Michigan
ficult today, as 13 mem- and Miami.
bers of the BCi men's
The field of competition
cross country team will also includes Findlay, Grand
travel to East Lansing for Valley State, Saginaw Valley
the 8K event that begins State and Valparaiso.
at 1:35 p.m.
Joining senior Chris
Waiting for them will be Moody in the Falcons'
the host Michigan State lineup will be Greg Black,
Spartans, ranked 18th Abraham Busienei, )eff
in the most recent United Ehler, Brian Ferber, losh
States Track and Field and Franek, Perry Fraylick,
Cross Country Coaches' Rob Kelvey, Jason Salyer,
Association poll.
Jesse Smuda. Joe Van
The Falcons will also Bolderen. Luke Zerkle and
have to tackle two different Ian Zimmerman.

I

FALCON FOOTBALL 2010
#97
Darius
Smith
■

#8

Tyrone
Pronty

■
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Open 24 Hours
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#6
Calvin
Wiley

#28
Steven

Dunlap

#2
Ray
Hutson

WR
5H'212to

WR
Po"'175 In

rrzoeni

Detroit, Mi
Senior

DoltMi, ML

Detroit, Ml

WR

GOOD LUCK FALCONS!
JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE, INC.
GREENBRIAR, INC.
449LWHSMT
Bowling Green OH
41402

(419)352-0717

BRING HOME
A WIN!

■

319 E.Wooster Street
Bowling (ireen, OH

(419) 354-2260
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«■
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$
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includes
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FIT
From Page 1

rale.
"Students must have
been a full-time student
at |the University] for at
least a year, have HO credit hours and a high GPA,"
said Frey.
Those looking to apply
must also go through an
application process, which
includesan essay. Interested
applicants must apply a year
in advance for the program.
One such applicant was
senior Caitlin Lanseer,
who is now in her second
semester at FIT, pursuing a bachelor's degree in
apparel merchandising
and product development
and an associate degree in
advertising and marketing

communication.
l.anseer credits her
involvement in FIT with
helping to further her
future career in the
fashion industry.
"[The FIT programl definitely helped, because
it gave me the opportunity to be exposed to so
many great new things
and internships that never
would have been available
to me." said l.anseer.
Lanseer also said life at

"You have to get
used to it and the
fashion is a lot

"It was six in the

REC
From Page 1

morning, and I
grabbed my keys
and that was it."
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FORUMS
From Page 1

"You know exactly
where he stands."

night. "Collective bargaining
will just wipe those out. We
Paul Schauer | Professor
shouldn't put uniform things
different..."
on
capitalism.
Nonetheless, he
on
non-uniform
situations."
Megan Noland | Fre.hman
Tuesday's forum was the said he was willing to consider
Kristin* Klema | Student
alion, they said there was a only meeting Schauer said alternatives and also listen to a
group that came in, and they he would attend. It was different point of view.
"As I hear new voices and
were placed in the climbing beneficial, Schauer said,
FIT was different from the
wall room throughout the because it furthered his perspectives. I reflect back on
University with a greater
diversity and a focus on
understanding of Borland's the decision that 1 made, and
duration of the fire alarm.
being involved in the fashIlollinger said he will he
I'm always willing to potentialstance on unionization.
ion industry of New York
"I like him. and I think ly change that, should I hear
contacting Residence life to
City. The school does, howplan lor further emergencies.
he's really straightforward," the right perspective." he said.
ever, have sports and extraSenior Associate Director Schauer said of Borland. "You "I'm not necessarily saying that
curricular activities, but
know exactly where he stands." it changed my decision, but
for Residence Life Tim Shaal
lacks any facet of Greek life.
was unavailable for contact.
For Borland, a primary focus I'm very happy I came here
Other than being denied is mending a continuation of today and I encourage others
Senior Krisline Klema. an
access to the SRC that early broken promises to faculty to attend as well."
appareling merchandising
morning, Noland said she
and product developmental
The series will conclude
members that took place in the
hasn't had any problems with years prior to his appointment, Monday with a 2 p.m meeting
major, also attended FIT her
t he SKC policies
junior year.
specifically concerning faculty in Union 201.
salaries and previous provosts'
"[New York City] is a lot
For more information, visit
busier," said Klema. "You
Open Forum:
the Department of Recreation honoring of the Academic
ami Wellness's website.
have to get used to it and
In a position of neutrality,
Charter, he said
the fashion is a lot different
To support his stance, the Faculty Senate will host an
— fast-paced and changing
Borland said he has visited 62 open forum Sept. 21 at 2:30
"Davenport will be departments within his first p.m.. in the Union multipurall the time."
Both students said they
year at the University to hear pose room, 228.
quite a challenge
From Page 10
had many more opportuniRepresentatives of the
grievances and to begin workseason.
ties in New York City than
ing toward a solution, an act he Administration, the Faculty
this
week.
...they
are
they would have had here in
said would be impossible with AssociationandtheAdvocates
"IDavenportl has decided
Bowling Green and recom- to go full bore at becoming a
a varsity team...." a union. By fixing these prob- for Academic Independence
mend the program to any- rugby power and has made
lems without a union present. will attend for a moderRixco Matter
Borland said the University ated discussion concerning
rugby the crown jewel of its
one interested in fashion,
"New York City is clearly athletic department." director son, Davenport defeated the can avoid an adversarial "'we' unionization.
the best place for fashion." of rugby Roger Maz/arella said. ('.rand Rapids Gazelles 45-6.
Thomas Walton of the
versus 'they' cycle" that is comThe Panthers are enter- "Davenport will be quite a mon with unions.
said Klema.
Toledo Blade and David Miller
ing their first season as a challenge this week." Matter
"I want the academy and of the Bowling (ireen Sentinel
Division I program and have said. "They are very disci- every unique professor in the Tribune will serve as neutral
pulled out all of the stops in plined, organized and bring academy to have a voice-, as well moderators for the forum.
their recruiting.
great intensity to the field, lb as all of the rights and privilegliich set of representatives
In their first match ol the sea- win this game we arc going es we enjoy as independents will provide brief opening
to have to outlast them for within a scholarly community," and closing statements and
a
full 80 minutes. Also, they he said. "Unionization lim- respond to a set of questions
"If we could get up to two to three tons
are a varsity team, so we will its this Independence, which shared in advance among
every game, I would be overjoyed. The goals we playing against scholar impacts faculty identity and the three groups. In addition,
audience members can subship athletes from all over students alike."
Ray Schuck. a communica- mit written questions to the
are twofold - we want to collect a lot of
the world."
Saturday's match is BG's tions instructor, said attend- moderators and each group
recycling, and we want to reduce waste."
lirst home match of the sea- ing Thursday morning's will be able to respond in a
son. The match is the first forum was a good opportu- timed format.
Nick Hennessy | Sustainabtlity Coon:
game in a three-game home nity to meet Borland and talk
Students and faculty
to every home game." Steiner stand that also includes one-on-one.
are encouraged to attend.
student volunteers.
"We would love to have more said. "When you can help, Virginia lech and Big Ten
Schuck said he had already Firelands faculty memdecided on supporting a fac- bers are also invited to view
volunteers. It's still not too late you help."
rival Purdue.
to sign up." he said.
Steiner is also involved
The match is vf '" begin ulty union pnbeto the meeting the I m, which will-be
There is particularly a with the Friday Night Lights at 1 p.m. at the College Park because to him, it meant better streamed live in room 1004 of
job security and less emphasis the Cedar Point Center.
need for the second shift, program, where students Rugby pitch.
which begins after kickoff. turn off lights in buildings
I Iennessy said.
that will not be used over the
"Tailgating happens here at weekend. Students should
BGSU—fans, alumni, all sorts look into the other environof people get together," he said. mentally-friendly activities
on campus.
"It's just kind of a fun event."
Ready for a hot new look? Head to Plato's Closet® in
Freshman lohn Steiner
"There's a bunch of different
is one of the new volunteers ways to get involved." he said.
Perrysburg. We buy and sell gently used guys and girls
for Green Tailgating who will "Check it out and find someclothing, shoes and accessories from all your favorite
attend Saturday's game.
thing that works for you."
"I'm going to be out there,
Nicole Brugmann said she
brands. Stop by for a new you for the new year!
probably driving a golf cart is glad she got involved with
around during tailgating," he the program last year.
said. "It's just good to be able
"It's fun to interact with
to do something."
the people." she said. "That's
Steiner said his love of probably my favorite part."
nature and enthusiasm from
Brugmann encourages
Hennessy helped interest him other people to volunteer,
too.
in the program.
"It's a lot of fun,"
"I'll see where it leads," he
Take 1-75 North
said. "I'ddefinitelyliketogetas Brugmann said. "Even if
to Exit 192
involved as I can."
you don't know anybody,
Merge onto 1-475 toward
Saturday Steiner plans on we're all nice people."
Maumee/Aim Arbor
working the first shift, but
She added that volunteerTake exit tor OH-25 N
said he would stick around ing with the program is also
amlmake a right.
for the second shift if he for a good cause.
Then right on
was needed. Steiner said the
"When you see all the bags
program is casual, and any- you passed out. you know you
\V South Boundary
one interested should send helped." she said. "I lopefully
Hennessy an email.
more people get involved,
Largest Plato's Closet In The Nation Is In Perrysburg!
"You're not required to go and it gets bigger."
Perrysburg Location Open Mon-Sat 10AM - 9PM & Sun Noon - 6PM
she was advised by Kreischer
front desk employees to go to
the SRC during a drawn out
fire alarm on Sept. 10. When
Noland arrived to the SRC
she said there was a line of
students out the door. Once
she was inside the SRC. she
said she was denied access
because she didn't have her
ID card.
"It was six in the morning, and 1 grablK'd my keys
and that was it," Noland said.
"We were in our pajamas; we
Iweren't] even in workout
clothes. I was mad because
it was so cold, but we had to
keep walking."
Assistant Director of Rec
Sports Dave llullinger said
that he was unaware of this
specific incident. When he
asked his staff about the silu-

RUGBY
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GREEN
From Page 1

•■
sL

Department of Natural
Resources in April.
"This is the first year we
have that." Hennessy said.
"Hopefully the difference
will be visible."
The program has also
received assistance from
ffe Athletics Department
and the Bookstore, he said.
The Athletics Department
will be providing refreshments for volunteers, and
the Bookstore donated
prizes for tailgaters who are
particularly green.
"This wouldn't be able to
run without the Athletics
Department, the Bookstore
and student volunteers,"
Hennessy said. "Everybody
works together."
With the help from others
and the newgrant, Hennessy
said he hopes this year's program will help raise awareness at the games and bring
in more recyclables. Last
year an average of 1.5 tons of
recyclables were collected
at each game, and this year
he hopes to collect a higher
number, he said.
"If we could get up to two
to three tons every game,
I would be overjoyed," he
said. "The goals are twofold
— we want to collect a lot of
recycling, and we want to
reduce waste."
Hennessy stressed the
importance of having

Need A Style Update?

We're Closer Than You Think!

FROM BGSU:

ME!

FEATURING:
David Dewalt: owner/stylist
Lisa McCoy: stylist
Jennifer Shirkey: stylist

CUP I
THURSDAYS

HOT HAIR!
• Cut & style included with
all chemical services
• Specializing in foils
• The hottest HiLites & color
•The hottest hair cuts

Call for an
Appointment Today!

(419)352-6459
529 Ridge St.
Corner of Ridge & Thurstin
Walking Distance

TANNING SPECIALS:
• $29.95 month/ unlimited

PF1UL MITCHELL.

• 6 tans

FOCUS SALON

$22

•10 tans....—$27
•18 tans
$37
•25 tans

$47

Come Check Out Our New Color Bar!
thesolariumbg.com
Accepting BG1 card
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BG netters travel to
Pittsburgh for tourney
By Justin Onilow
Reporter

After a heartbreaking loss
at home earlier in the
week, the Falcon netters
look to bounce back this
weekend at the University
of Pittsburgh Invitational
Tournament.
H(i losi a four-set showdown to Wright State
Tuesday to fall to2 8 on the
season, but coach Denise
Van De Walle remains hopeful that all her team needs is
a little experience to get on a
winning track.
"I find myself getting a little
impatient and forgetting how
young and inexperienced
we real!) are." V.m De Walle
said. 'This i~ ,t special group.
they're fun to he around and
the chemistrj is good. We're
still teaching a lot and they're
learning just how hard you
have to work at this level to he
really good."

This weekend should provide a lot of opportunities for
the falcons to continue learning and ti> build confidence
for Mid-American Conference
play, which the I.ikons will

begin Sept. 24 against Akron.
"This will he a good
weekend to sec a lot oi differenl types ol competition. Van I le Walle said,
"its Mm last opportunity
to plaj before we open the

MAC portion of our schedule. Wed like to come back
feeling good about our performance from the weekend.'
Despite BG's record this
season, the team has had a lot
to feel good about aln ady
Van 1 'c Walle s squad is the
youngest she has coached in
her 28 years as the Falcons'
head coach, but several
younger players have stepped
up to play big roles on the
team thus far.
With her career best 17 kill
performance Tuesday, freshman I'aige Pernod has taken
the team lead in kills with 8H
in 31 sets
l'enrod hasproviileda spark
for a squad in need ol hard
hitters. She is also second on
the team with 112 digs, and
has already recorded three
double-doubles this season.
freshmen Ashley Dunn
and Danielle lom.in have
also been strong performers
for the falcons this season.
Dunn leads the team in
digs with 108 in M sets and
Tonyan has recorded 63
kills. Sophomore kari Galen
has posted a team-high 18
blocks as well.
Many ol the squad s younger players have stepped up,
but Van De Walle believes
it will take an extra push to
really get the team moving in
the right direction.
Right now I'd like the

■

I here are a lot ol questions
going iniu the IK, iitgby
team's weekend matchup
with Davenport.
I he Fait mis started out
the season winning both
games handil, putting
up mote than 100 points
against Brockporl in the
lust week and against Hall
State this past Sunday.
I hej ve
only
given
up three point', in both
mail Ins and have already
put up .ii, impressive 242
points —something many
teams won t accomplish in
an entire season
Although it may seem
ridiculous, one of the big-

gest questions is: how good
is the top ranked team in
Division i rugby!
The question has been
brought up because the
quality ol the falcons' first
two opponents. Ilrockport
and Ball State, are also
under question.
'YOU always wonder —
are we playing that good
and is there anything that
nobody could do. or is it
we are just more athletic
and if we face an equally
athletic team will we be
shell-shocked?
coach

Tony Mazzarella said.
There is no question that
BG is a very good team.
They are ranked No. 1
in Division I for a reason.
Their
last
match

Services Offered

BG

Campus Quarters Sports Bar
College Football HeadquartersII
Buckeyes. BG. Michigan & morel
All the great games
on our Big Screens'

NEWS
Classified Ads

Campus Quarters Sports Bar

419-372-6977

THE PLACE lor FOOTBALL. NFL
Sunday ncket & Sunday liquorl
Open daily at 4pm. 1 lam
Sat/Sun Home ot the Bowling
Green Browns Backers Clubl
Yoga classes: Wood County
Educational Services Center.
1867 N Research Dr
by the Mei|er store
Mon & Wed 5:30pm-6 45pm
5 sessions - $60 or walk-ins $15.
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The falcons wall haw an
opportunity to make that
happen this weekend. With
four matches in two days,
IIC will have a chance to get
siime needed experience on
the court.
The Falcons are slated to
play St. Francis at I p.m. today
and Pittsburgh at 7 p.m.
They will then play
Eastern Illinois and Robert
Morris Saturday to finish
out the tournament
When the falcons return
home, the team will have a
week ol practice to prepare
for the beginning of conference play Sept. 24.
BG's next home match
will take place Sept. 30 in
Anderson Arena againsl
Miami, and Van De Walle
hopes to see a lot of fans packing the gyms student section
for that contest
She said she has been very
thankful for the student
support at the team's leienl
home matches.
"They are fantastic," Van
De Walle said. They bring
a lot of intensity into the
gym. It looks like they're
having a fun time, and our
players love them."

Campus Events
THE BIGGEST POSTER SALE1
Biggest S Best selection Choose
from over 2000 ditferent images
FINE ART, MUSIC, MOVIES.
MODELS, HUMOR, ANIMALS
PERSONALITIES. LANDSCAPES, MOTIVATIONALS.
PHOTOGRAPHY MOST
IMAGES $7, $8 S $9 See us at
Bowen-ThompsonStudent Union
Mutti-Purpose Room 228,
Mon. Sept 13tn-Fri Sept 17th.'10
THE HOURS ARE 9am - 6pm
THIS SALE IS SPONSORED BY
University Activities Organization

Services Offered
ACUPUNCTURE lor ALL
conditions including
stress, smoking, PMS .
Or Lora Woph. Board Certified
Call 419-353-6394

against Ball State proved
their
athleticism
is
unmatched in the MidAmerican Conference.
Members of the BG
squad believe their skills
are unrivaled by anyone
in the Midwest.
I think we have the
best rugby players in the
Midwest, with great athleticism and determination," Ail-American wing
Rocco Mauer said.
The Davenport Panthers
will undoubtedly be the
falcons' first real challenge of the season and
should help gauge where
the team is at early this
See RUGBY | Page 9

Anthony Wayne Lacrosse Club

looking lor PT JV & varsity head
& asst coaches lor 2010-2011.
Competitive wage. For more into.
go to: awJacrosse.com

Submit resumes to:
coachingigawlacjossacorri
Direct Care Openlngsl Wood
Lane Residential Services, Inc. is
looking lor positive, patient people
to provide care to individuals with
developmental disabilities. Will
provide personal care 8 help w/
daily living skills Flex schedules.
FT, PT. & sub positions avail.
$9 -$13 18/hr based on eXP
Positions require High School
Diploma or GED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& pre-employment background
screening Obtain application

from WLRS, 545 Pearl St, BG.
Monday-Friday, 8 OOam-4:00pm
or download an application at:
wvnw.woodlaneresidentlal.org
EOE

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Preserves, in a way
"Chocolat" actress
City near West Palm
Gripe
Nanki- , son of the Mikado
"The Mikado" accessory
Veda devotee
Bequest
Title setting for a
Mozart abduction
10 West Bank initials
-2 This being
11 "Mr. Palomar" writer
the case..."
Calvino
43 DDE. for one
12 Things to avoid
48 Chess pieces
13 Occur next
49 Passe reception aid
18 Flow copiously
22 Place to start a round 51 Not at hand, to say
the least
25 Ritzy
52 College newbie
26 Very funny person
53 _ -Wreck
27 "Too many
54 Fool
cooks ..." e.g.
55 Category
28 1995 comet
59 USAF noncom
spotter Thomas
60 A jet or a king
29 Other, in Madrid
61 "Wart, there's
30 Substitution word
more..."
31 Fish features
35 Movie station letters 62 Calif, group with a
seven-point badge
37 "Mr. Hollands "
64 Flamenco cheer
38 Castor's mother
66 "In your dreams!" in
39 Letter opening?
Dundee
41 Musket relatives
67 Big game
animal

ACROSS
1 Eponymous salad creator
5 "Man Plus" author Frederik
9 Moral fiber
14 Its juice is sometimes
used to treat heartburn
15 Award for Rent'
16 John ot Middlesex
17'Goodiob!"
19 Colorful stable residents
20 Major malfunction
21 Certain analyst's input
23 Gymnast Mary
Retton
24 Hughes Aircraft prototype
28 Moscow ballet theater
32 Cheerleader's otlenng
33 Psych finish
34 Kin of a 911 call
36 Objects of look-ups?
40 Sermonize
44 Judge of many 36-Across

47 At Wit's End* author
Bombeck
50 Persistently chews on
52 Game with discs and baskets
56 Roulette choice
57 Legal letter phrase
58 Travel guide
63 Veggie bin staple
65 A synonym for it is hidden in
17-. 24-. 40- and 52-Across
68 Wrap
69 Inland Asian sea
70 Response to a shock
71 Abominations
72 Kin of 63-Across
73 Walked heavily

45 Bauxrte, e.g.
46 BMW competitor
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coupon menu at
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that success will carry
"They'll bring a great team.
into the doubles combos Head coach Brian Etzkln
this year."
is a friend of mine," Dean
From Page 6
The team hopes that start- said. "They've never beaten
against the MidAmerican
ing the season with the BGSU us, but Brian says they're
Conference.
Invitational will get them off out to get us."
"They're an
outstand- on the right foot.
Concerning the tournaing team, and I know they
"There are so many ben- ment itself, Dean said she
cnuld've won those two efits to starting the season is looking for her players to
matches they lost,' Dean said. at home," Dean said. "We're
get used to the pressure oi
"Watching them this year, I've already used to our own playing Division I tennis.
seen that their chemistry and courts, which lend to be slow.
"I just want to see them
comfort level has improved
It also costs less. It's just all compete," Dean stated.
since this time last year. They around easier."
"We want to see if they're
have a great feel for where the
Of the nine schools par- going to give 110 percent
other is going to hit the ball
ticipating in the BGSU invita- every match. There's a lot
and have also improved indi- tional, Dean believes the big- to get used to when playing
vidually over the summer."
gest competition will come Division 1 Tennis and weie
Doubles look to be the
from a familiar opponent looking for our girls to get
team's strong point based on — arch rival Toledo.
used to the pressure."
the one week of practice the
"Toledo will be our big"There are a lot of holes
team has undergone.
gest competition. The rivalry to be filled before the
"Last year we were is there with every Falcon- MAC season in the spring,
pleased with our doubles," Hockct matchup," Dean said. and I'm dedicating the
Dean said. "When Jade
They've lost a lot of top play- fall to finding the three
[Johnson! got injured that
ers, but have also done a great best doubles teams we can
clearly hurt our doubles job recruiting."
find," she said.
points. But right now it's
Dean is also expectDean starts the search
early in the year and I'm ing a great effort from 9 a.m. Saturday on BG's
already very confident Cleveland State.
Keefe Courts.

PREVIEW

New sofa, still in box, $275.
Microflber, lifetime warranty.
Call 419-897-9062

Check
The NEW pr;
Starts

For Rent
"1.2 & 4BR avail 300 Merry St,

rooms low as $225/mo.

Exp. sitter w/ ref. in Perrysburg
home. Tues or Thurs, 7am-3pm.
Non-smoker Call 419-874-8616.

semester leases.next to campus,

Need chlldcare in our Perrysburg
home 2 days per week, 9am-4pm.

Brand new & updated!
1 S 2BR's. great location.
laundry on site $510-395/mo.

Serial! FS1296
Minimum Bid $35,000
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PISIlNCLLO'Sf

Employees needed to perform
light production work w/ Ilex
hours Must work at least 15 hrs
per week, can be FT, many
BGSU students work here, easy
walk from campus1 Pay is
$7.30Air Pick up application at:
Advanced Specialty Products.
Inc. 428 Clough St. BG. OH.

'"The lollowing Mobile Home will
be offered at Public sale on
September 29th, 2010, 11 00AM.
at 27484 Oregon Rd, Lot 85,
Perrysburg, OH 43551""
2002 Four Seasons, 28 x 72

O I

VOTED BEST PIZZA

'BARTENDING! up to $300/day
No exp necessary, training pro
vided call 800-965-6520 x174.

For Sale

H,3 UN i mti'I

iVrdsIiVo'dloVo'j

$155 full size pillow top
mattress set. (new) in plastic
Call 419-707-2954.

Wait stall needed, must work
Sundays, soph or junior pref.
Contact Key at: 419-874-7079
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For Sale

Topless exotic dancers wanted,
must be 18. Call alter 8pm,
no exp. Call 419-332-2279.

ANSWERS
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Help Wanted

TAX PREPARER
Free tax school!
Earn extra income
alter taking course
Flexible schedules,
convenient locations.
Register now! Courses start 9/22.
Call 419-353-9009.
Liberty Tax Service
Small tee (or books.
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FBP *

brought to you by

playing at this level."

Call (419) 930-7567.
Help Wanted

The Daily Crossword Fix

team that we put on the
floor to have confidence in
themselves and each other,"
Van De Walle said "I'd like
the freshmen to get used to

Rugby opens home season Saturday
By C J W.uon

WWW.BGNEWS.COM

419-353-0325. 9-9

Followed b\ the Falcons
taking on Marshall on HX.I FM
WBGl. your campus home for
Falcon Football, at 6 PM. Follow
the Falcons all season long
with BGRSO!

Call 419-354-6036.
Medium sized 3BR house, W/D,

A/C, avail NOW! $700/mo + utils
Call 419-601-3225

VILLAGE

APARTMEN

• Reduced Rate in
September 2010 *
1 Apartments Available ■
• Semester Leases •

•Minutes from BGSU*
• Pet frkmu^y community •
* Heat included *

Sundays @ 11:30AM
BGSU Student Union

CALL FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:

lino Napoleon Koad
in Bowling Green
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4«9-352-6335

Check it out @ www.h2ochurch.com

FALCONS vs. MARSHALL

9.18.10

2 Friday September 17.2010

BGSU Falcons VS Marshall Thundering Herd

Falcon
FANatic
Store

WWW.BGVIEWS£OM

BGSU Falcons VS Marshall Thundering Herd

WWWBGVKWSCOM
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SZ Dannie FfcndynLG

72NktToTO«oC
71 Chip Robinson W",
56 Tyler DonahacRT
8 Tyrone PnmryWR
l9Kamar|onleaWR
7ManSdwzQB
lWiffieGeterRB
-t-l Nick Rieke n-:

34 Zach Akenberger FB

99 Vinny Curry DE
91 lohnny Gomes DT
98 Ddvin MmnD DT
92 lames Rouse DE
25 Devin Arrioglon LB
47 Tyson Gale LB
30 Mario Harvey LB
6 Ahmed Sbakoor CB
18 Donald Brown S
31 Omar Brown S
5 Rashad Jackson CB

DEPTH

CHARTS

fiKfayStptanto 17.2010 5

73 Ryan Tillman 1.1
68 Land is Provancha LG
71ChadSchorieldC
75CJ.WoodRG
78 Brandon Campbell RT
3AaronDobsonWR
4 Troy Evans WR
9 Anlavious Wilson WR
12 Brian Anderson QB
19 Andre Booker RB
16 Lee Smith TE

97 Darius Smith DE
3KevinAlvaradoDT
91 Chris Jones DT
55 Angelo Magnone DE
42 Eugene Fells 1 Ji
5 Dwayne Woods LB
10 Calvin Marshall R
30 Cameron Truss CB
32 Keith Morgan DB
11 Jovan Leacock DB
23 Robert Lorenzi DB
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59 ntaky Wagner Dt
t Set-to QB
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35 Ryan Crow LB
3* Lewis Parks If.

60 Casey McHugh CM.
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MMMMwiFffOL
65 Jerewwy Ernst Ol
64 Ben Castrioano DL
67 Nark linger CM.

UhvMlwnfOL
63CodySaftCM.

92 Jordon Roussos D€
93 Ted Ouellet D£
M Kendall Montoomer

1 AJ. Graham QB

TE
95 Sheldon Hal FB

4 Troy Evans Wit
5 Rashad Jackson DB
6 Ahmed Shakoor CB

M Ronnie Gobi* DE
97 Darius Smith D€

2 Terrell Edward* Maye LB
3 Aaron Dob son WR

7TravonVanRS
7TJ.Carper DB
B Eddie SuBh/an QB
9 Antavious Wilson WR
lOMarkCannQB
11 Wayne Bonnet WR
12 Brian Anderson QB

31 Omar Brown DB
32 Derek Robinson DB
32 Tron Martinez RB
33 TJ. Ross LB
34 Zach Dunston DB
34 George Brody K
35 Kellen Harris LB
36 Monterius Lovett DB
37 Tyler Warner K
38 Joe Johnson DB
39 Darryl Roberts DB
40 Ra'Shawde Myers DE
41 Kase White head P

tt Soil leans OL
70 Isaiah lyter CM.
71 Chip Robinson CM.
72 Nkk lonnw CM.
7 5 Kyle Bryant CM.
77 Blaec Walker CM.

ISDJ-WlnaateDB
16Lee Smith IE

42 Essray Tallaferro RB
42 Chris Maxwell DB
43 Trevor Bljck LB
44 Derek Mitchell DB

17 Chock Walker WR

45 Matt Picketl LB

18 Donald Brown DB
19 Andre Booker RB

• 1 Bryan Wright K/P
82 AJex Bayer TE
82 AJex Iteunun WR

22 Kevin Perry DB
23 Justin Haig KVP
24 Phnsip Warren DB
24 Jazz King WR
25 Devin Arrington LB

46CodyOrJioaP
46 Armin Harris LB
47 Tyson Gale LB
48 George Carpenter LB
49 Pete Culkerto DB
50 Zakee Bashlr DE

S3 Shatm Jopkn WK
M Mama BBBBHa* W«
85 Heath Jackson WR
S7MkklH.Kmot.IWR
87 Matt Ociypok K
SSNkkTl UllSlTE
«9 Tyler Be tkTE
90 Dylan Farrksgton DE
91 Chris Jones DT

13 Press Taylor QB
14ChnsHead1E

20Nkk Stevens K
21 CJ. Crawford TE

26
26
27
27
28

Stewart Brown CHI
Gator Hoskins TE
Drew Stewart K
BiMy Mitchell LB
Jermaine Kelson WR

29 Martin Ward R8
30 Mario Harvey LB

51 AJ. Scott OL
52 Malcolm Strong DE
53 Alex BstOM LB
55 Zach Wellman LB
56 Howard King LB
57 Anthony Fletcher LB
SB Jeremiah Taylor DL
59 Cotton Griffis OL
60 Chris JaspeneOL
62 James Allen OL

MARSHALL

!LMJ
63 Chris Bowers OL
64 John Bruhin OL
65 Darrell Martin OL
67 Erik Vint OL
68 Landis Provancha OL
69 Trevor Mendelson OL
70 Corey Tenney OL
71 Chad Schofield OL
73 Ryan Tillman OL
74 Ale« Schooler OL
75 C J. Wood OL
76 Garrett Scott OL
77 Demetrius Thompson
DE
77 Jordan Jeffries OL
78 Brandon Campbell OL
79 Josh Lovell OL
80 Courtney Edmonson
WR
84 Dameon Garrett WR
86 Jamie HattenTE
87 Tavaris Thompson WR
88 Demetrius Evans WR
89 Shane Pack TE
90 Michael Janac DE
91 Johnny Jones DT
92 James Rouse DE
93 Brandon Bullock DT
95 James Power LS
95 Grady Kerr DL
96 Brandon Sparrow DL
97 Marques Alken DL
98 Del vm Johnson DT
99 Vinny Curry DE

BGSU Falcons VS Marshall Thundering Herd

4 Fnday. September 17.2010
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WWW.BGSUCAMPUSCASH.COM

BGSU
CAMPUS CASH
SIGN UP FOR
BGSU Campus Cash's Mobile Shout Out's
and get exclusive deals and promotions
from local businesses sent directly to your phone!
* Works like a standard text message,
No extra charges
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iGwtmq
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PF1UL MITCHELL.

FOCUS SALON

SIGN UP NOW!
I III]

CincoDcMayo ?*"*££

TUBBYS
TAVERN

SOUTH
SIDE

Get deals sent to your phone

You can also go to BGSUCampus Cash.com
and get Local Menus, Discounts, Bar Promotions,
Events, Job Opportunities and More.
■Hi

■■

Text BGSU to 46786

Show your phone and save.
Get exclusive promos all year!
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